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30th November 2020 
H/Com/OL/Gen/CGP Learning Books 

 
 
 
Dear Parents/carers, 
 
We have been fortunate enough to have the opportunity this year to purchase each child from Year 
1 to 6 sets of CGP Learning workbooks. These have been funded from the government’s ‘Catch-Up’ 
premium. These workbooks have been chosen as they provide the child with a brief explanation of 
the topic/unit they are working on within that page.  There is a Maths, Grammar & Punctuation and 
Reading book for each child. These three books are for your child to keep and work directly into. 
These will only need to be brought in each week to check completion of Home Learning. Typically, 
the day will be either a Thursday or a Friday, your child’s teacher will inform you of which day. 
 
For Years 3, 4 and 5 there is an extra Maths Study Guide which we will be loaning to each child.  
These ones are expected to be returned at the end of the year in good condition. Your child’s teacher 
has recorded which number Study Book your child has – there will be a small charge if this book is 
lost or unusable.  
 
What this means is that for Home Learning, teachers will be setting certain pages for your children 
to complete. This will either be weekly or over longer periods i.e. holidays, to keep the skills they 
have learnt fresh in their minds. Some year groups will be continuing with using Microsoft Teams for 
Home Learning; some may just use the CGP books; and some may use both formats. We 
respectfully ask that children only complete the pages that they are directed to in order to make these 
work throughout the year. 
 
Your child’s workbooks should be arriving this week or next week. 
 
It is important that your child keeps these books in a good state so that they can complete Home 
Learning throughout the year. These books may also be a good alternative if your child is self-
isolating and have no access to remote online learning with the rest of the class. 
 
Thank you for your continued support during these tricky times. 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Mr D Pearman 
Deputyhead 
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